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Baby bjorn manual

(Download instructions for free) file format: PDF accessibility: free as all guides on the site. No recording and SMS. Extras: Read the instructions online 1 owner guide B aBy b j'rn ® the balance of the babysitter www.babybjorn.com en D E FR L L ES ES IT SV N O D A FI LV LT L PL C H R L EL TR 1 2 3
4 5 Instructions Address 1 of 6 EN DE Owner Guide BabyBj'rn BabyB'rn BabyBalance Babysitter 1 www.babybjorn.com TR EL SL HR HU SK CS CS ET FI NO SV IT PT ES NL FR ® page 2 of 6RUS BabyBj'rn Balance Chair ® Congratulations on Your Choice - BabyBj'rn Balance Chair! Our chair,
designed in close collaboration with pediatricians, is uniquely comfortable and provides optimal back support. The batteries do not cover you 3 of the 6MEMENT action lift the step organizer latch and move it to the desired position while lifting the back of the chair with the other hand. Before placing the
child on a chair, it is necessary to check that the step organizer is in a fixed position. If the 4th of 6T9s-Fixer cowards-installer should be used until the child learns to sit on its own without support. Check that all buttons are installed. When the child learns to sit and walk on his own, the chair can be used
as a chair. Then, to wash the fabric case, unbutton two elastic straps from the bottom and remove it from the frame. 40°C, washed separately. Technical information: Weight: 2.1 kg; with 2.3 kg with 2.3 kg - length/length/width in position 11/91/39 cm. Height 6 in our manuals you can read about materials,
safety, use, care instructions and other information that may be good to know about your product. Our guides also include instructions on how to use different carrier functions, and provide clear information with images of different situations that suit you and your child well. The full version of the site is
available here www.babybjorn.eu backpacks - kangaroo comfortable baby bathroom chairs, baby chairs, comfortable folding bedbeds and cradles, fun and safe household items for kitchen and bathroom - we will help you deal with the practical side of child care to free up more time for fun. We never give
up safety, quality or design and offer a wide range of colors and materials so you can find what suits you best. In the full version of our website www.babybjorn.eu you can read the news and read our magazine for parents. You can also subscribe to our global page on Facebook and Instagram, here we
share everything related to our products and innovations, with children, worries and joy. Welcome!www.babybjorn.eu 60 A B C D A B C C D Russian warning that every time your world: A. game. Maximum weight 13 kg.B. rest. Maximum weight of 10 kg.C. sleep. Maximum weight 7 kg. The president has
four provisions. Is use provisions! Before you start using the product, read these instructions carefully. Save it for more use. Congratulations on - BabyBj'rn Balance Chair! Our chair, designed in close collaboration with pediatricians, is uniquely comfortable and provides optimal back support. You won't
need batteries - your baby will start swinging with his own movements. The balance chair seat can be used for children from birth to about two years of age (3.5 to 13 kg). B aBy B j'rn ® balance chair does not replace cradle or bed. If your baby will sleep for a long time, it should be placed in a proper
cradle or bed. Page 2 61 In order to fold the chair, the step organizer must be in position A or B. Pull the red latch back and set the step organizer in the transport position (D). The latch must be on the other side of the insurance platforms. Transport position before putting the child in a chair, it is necessary
to check that the step organizer in a fixed position. If the child is already sitting in the chair when changing position, before leaving the back of the chair, you need to check that the step organizer is in a fixed position. Take the right lift latch from the step organizer and move it to the desired position while
lifting the back of the chair with the other hand. R U A B D Page 3 62 and fabric cover, the panty repairper can be flipped on the other side. In order to convert the fabric cover with the other side, you need to unbutton two elastic straps from the bottom and pull it. Remove And turn the fabric state. Again,
pull the fabric cover on the frame and secure two elastic straps from the bottom. Then attach the internal stabilizer and check that all the buttons are installed. The flipped fabric of the stabilizer's panties should be used so that the child learns to sit independently without support. Check that all buttons are
installed. When the child learns to sit and walk on his own, the chair can be used as a chair. Then the panty installer should not be used, and they should be removed. Page 4 63 - For a child weighing no more than 9 kg, who can not sit on his own without support, you should always use the panties
installer. Attention! For a child weighing no more than 13 kg, who can sit and walk alone, the chair can be used as a chair. In this situation, you should not use the internal installer, and must be removed. - Never leave your child unattended - never put a chair on the table, bench, etc use sun chairs only on
the floor. - Never use a soft base (bed, sofa, pillow and the like) as it may roll over a chair and there may be a choking hazard. - The movements of the child can lead to unintended movement of the chair. - Never carry a child in sun loungers - do not move a chair carried by a toy - a chair must be installed
by adults. - If the bow is not repaired with play in the chair, it should be kept out of reach Child. Do not use the product if it is damaged. - Please note that the chair is pre-assigned to the child to swing in it with his own movements. Do not let older children swing the child unattended. - A sleeping chair is
not designed for long periods. Periodically wipe the rubber bars from the bottom of the chair with a damp cloth in order to maintain maximum stability on the floor. Technical information: Weight: 2.1 kg; with toy - 2.3 kg - length/length / width in transport position: 11/91/39 cm. Height in position for game (A):
60 cm. ± 3 cm. Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester-100% polyester instruction for laundry to wash the fabric case, unscrew two elastic straps from the bottom and remove them from the frame. 40°C, washed separately. Be careful! The danger of falling! Use only those accessories and spare parts
approved by the manufacturer. R U U
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